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Abstract: In this review paper, we provide a detailed literature review on ion concentration polarization (ICP) phenomenon in ion
exchange membranes (IEM) and in micro/ nanofluidic interconnect membranes. The ICP phenomenon has been studied for the last
three decades and its orgin is yet to be clearly understood by the researchers. The review focuses on various mechanisms for ICP and
overlimiting current phenomenon along with many applications utilizing the phenomenon of ICP.
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1. Introduction
Ion exchange membranes (IEM) has many current
applications in various industries including electrodialysis
[1–4], hydrogen production/storage [5-10], energy
generation as fuel cells [11–15], energy production/ storage/
packaging in battery applications. In IEM, the transport of
ions/ fluids/ chemicals/ fuel/ solid-electrolytes/gases allows
for the production/ storage/ packaging/ pipeline construction
for applications in energy, safe drinking water supply and
production, that is environmentally green friendly and
compatible with the natural resources in its production and
usage. The ion-selective nature of the IEM and compatibility
with the fluid/solid/gases/mixture transport make the IEM
conducive and approvable to use with natural resources in
many of these applications in the present world time[16–30].
Fig. 1A shows an illustration on the arrangement of the ions
inside an IEM sheet, where Fig. 1B shows, the ion
arrangement inside a much bigger diameter/channel
thickness sheets for applications needing ion selectivity,
may find IEM sheets of dimensions in Fig 1A and
applications necessiating energy applications may find IEM
sheets of dimensions in Fig. 1B and higher. The integration
of IEM sheets of nanometer size with IEM sheets/cells of
microns size with them has carved a new field of research
over the last decade called micro/nanofluidics membrane
technology [31–44] with their success seen recently by
researchers across world in the field of energy generation,
ionic circuits, fluidic electronics, membrane technology for
faster transport of solids/liquids/gases/mixtures of using
membrane technology for pipeline construction industry. In
this review, we focus on one of the most predominant
observations of IEMs for all applications of membrane
technology is ion concentration polarization, that over the
last century efforts and research works till recent literature in

2021, helped membrane technology to maximize it’s design
and applications with maximum and best efficiency for
energy, safe drinking water supply and production, that is
environmentally green friendly and use in humankind of
2021 era.

2. Physics of IEM
IEM, like one in an anion exchange membrane (AEM) or
like one in a cation exchange membrane (CEM) is shown in
Fig. 2A. The physics of either an AEM/CEM is same where
the ions move across the membrane, with depletion of both
the cations and anions at one side of the membrane and
enrichment of both cations and anions at the other side of the
membrane. Fig. 2A shows when an electric field is applied
normal to the CEM, anions are repelled from the cationselective memebrane and attracted towards anode. At the
same time, the cation-selective nature of the CEM results in
blocking of anions from entering into the membrane and the
cations become enriched at the cathode end since the cations
cannot move towards the cathode and get adsorbed to the
cathode. The formation of depletion and enrichment of ions
on either side of IEM is called ion concentration polarization
(ICP) [31–73]. The early works in the numerical/theoretical
modeling works used a geometry focusing on the depletion
region, owing to the limitations in the complexity of the
theoretical and computational modeling of the IEM
membrane technology states of matter and geometry designs
of the IEM membrane technology. Fig. 2B shows the
geometry and focus of the theory and computational
modeling approaches on the depletion region, believing the
depletion region, has the controlling and dominating
resistance in the complete membrane technology of IEM
circuit.
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Figure 1: The thickness of the electrical double layer (EDL) is inversely proportional to the bulk concentration of the
electrolyte solution. At low concentrations, thickness of the EDL will be in few nanometers. (A). shows the EDL from both
sides of the nanochannel covers the entire nanochannel and screens the coions entering into it. (B). such a phenomenon is not
observed in microchannel due to its larger dimension. The EDL remains local to the microchannel and bulk solution is
maintained at the center
Fig. 1 The thickness of the electrical double layer (EDL) is
inversely proportional to the bulk concentration of the
electrolyte solution. At low concentrations, thickness of the
EDL will be in few nanometers. (A). shows the EDL from
both sides of the nanochannel covers the entire nanochannel

and screens the coions entering into it. (B). such a
phenomenon is not observed in microchannel due to its
larger dimension. The EDL remains local to the
microchannel and bulk solution is maintained at the center.
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applications are modeled using Poisson-Nernst-Planck
(PNP) equation.

Figure 2: (A) The schematic representation of the classical
electrodialysis cell. The concentration gradients or salinity
gradients are created on the both sides of the membrane due
to the applied electric field. This phenomenon is known as
ion concentration polarization (ICP). Due to the ICP
phenomena the diluted and concentrated solutions are
produced at the top and bottom interface of CEM,
respectively. (B) The computational domain of the CEM or
AEM or IEM in general used in the literature is shown

3. Theory and Computational Simulations of
IEM Membrane Technology
The ions and fluid transport is studied predominantly as the
solids/gases transport are well understood transport
technology with the advancements in electronics and aircraft
industries in the last century technology advancements. The
ions and fluid transport, in membrane technology

where (.̄) refers to dimensional variable, (.) refers vector
quantity, ()t is time derivative (∂()/∂t), 𝛻 is laplacian
operator, i refers to ionic species (i = 1,2,...M), 𝐶𝑖 is
concentration of species, Di is ionic diffusivity, 𝜑is electric
potential, zi is valance of the ion, 𝑣 is the velocity vector, F is
the Faraday constant, R is the universal gas constant, T is the
Temperature, κi ionic mobility relates diffusivity by
Einstein’s relation Eq. (1d),the first term in the right side of
the Eq. (1b) refers to the convection flux, 𝑗 refers to the
electro-diffusion flux. The first term in Eq. (1c) is
diffusional flux proportional to the concentration gradient
𝛻 𝐶𝑖 and the second term is migration flux proportional to the
potential gradient 𝛻 𝜑 . To calculate the electric potential
distribution we solve the electrostatic Poisson equation
which is given by,
here, d is the relative permittivity and is given by,
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4. Experimental
Observations
of
IEM
Membrane Technology Ions/Fluid Transport
For a IEM with wavy or a V-type geometry membrane
technology, Rubinstein’s early works [72], Pham and Han et
al. [73] recent works observed two dimensional fluid motion

with fluid vortice structures in Fig. 3 were observed. The
experimental observations for fluid, ions transport and the
resulting current-voltage measurements for energy
applications, showed in Fig. 4, [47, 50, 62, 76-78] further
showcased the nonlinear fluid, ion and current-voltage
measurements in IEM membrane technology.

Figure 3: The seed vortices reprinted with permission from [73] copyright 2012 by the American Physical Society

Figure 4: (A) Schematic representation of nonlinear current-voltage measurement in IEM membrane technology
(B) Experimental current-voltage measurement in IEM membrane technology. Reprinted with permission from [63]
copyright 1988 by Elesvier.
The earlier theoretical and computational modeling did not
explain the experimental observations which left lot of
experimental observations fully not explainable to

applications of membrane technology where IEM are used.
Owing to the incomplete theoretical and computational
modeling, many plausible explanations were given for the
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nonlinear current-voltage measurement in IEM, deviations
from Ohmic current, with current limiting and again over
increasing again after the limiting regime, having an
overlimiting regime. Additional charge carriers due to water
splitting, gravitational convection, electroconvection,
electroosmosis, fluidic and electroconvective instabilities
were believed to be the mechanisms behind the nonlinear
current-voltage measurement in IEM. The dashed line in
Fig. 5 (A)-(C) represents the surface of the CEM[78]. Fig.
5.(D) shows the Ohmic region (represented by I) with no
electroosmotic flow followed by the limiting resistance
region (region II), then the size of the electroosmotic flow
vortex grows with time and voltage.

Figure 5: (A)-(C). The nonlinear electroosmotic flow near
CEM (D) Variation of the size of the vortices with the
applied voltage and time. Reprinted with permission from
[78] copyright 2015 by the American Physical Society.
Fig. 6 shows the nonlinear current-voltage measurement
observation and nonlinear electroosmotic flow near CEM,
region, of four different channel depths, experiments
performed with. Experiments by Pu et al.[32] demonstrated
the enrichment-depletion region concentration fluorescent
image, inside a micro/nanofluidic membrane technology
applications. Fig. 7 shows the Rhodamine 6G fluorescent in
100mM phosphate buffer and 70mM phosphate buffer,
depletion and enrichment regions.
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Figure 6: (A) Nonlinear current-voltage measurement, in CEM membrane technology of four different channel depths
(B) The experimental observation of nonlinear electroosmotic flow near IEM, region. Reprinted with permission from [78]
copyright 2015 by the American Physical Society.

Figure 7: Experimental observations of concentration fluorescent images of (A) Rhodamine 6G in 100mM phosphate buffer,
image visualization for depletion region at (a-e) 0,0.5,5,10,20s. (B) Rhodamine 6G in 70mM phosphate buffer, image
visualization for enrichment region at (a-e) 0,0.5,5,10,20s in micro/nanofluidic membrane technology applications. Reprinted
with permission from [32] copyright 2004 by the American Chemical Society.
Kim and Han et al.[37] showed nonlinear current-voltage
measurement across a micro/nanofluidic membrane
technology applications and the fluorescent image
visualization of the depletion and enrichment regions (see
Fig. 8) for a micro/nanofluidic membrane technology.
Yossifon and Chang [40,41] in their experiments showed
electroconvective ion instability image visualization across
their micro/nanofluidic membrane technology applications.
Fig. 9 shows the frequency imaging visualization approach
of imaging for electroconvective ion instability.

Figure 8: (A) Experimental fluorescene image visualization
of depletion and enrichment region (B) nonlinear currentvoltage measurement for micro/nanofluidic membrane
technology applications. Reprinted with permission from
[37] copyright 2007 by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 9: (A-C) Frequency imaging visualization of electroconvective ion instability in micro/nanofluidic membrane
technology applications. Reprinted with permission from [40] copyright 2008 by the American Physical Society
Nandigana and Aluru [79] built a 2D computational model
and package in OpenFOAM, open source platform, to
simulate
Poisson-Nernst-Planck
and
Navier-Stokes
equations across a full micro/ nanofluidic membrane
technology application use. The computer simulations of
Nandigana et al. showed experimental observation of
nonlinear current-voltage results with the mechanism that
charge redistribution near the depletion region without
nonlinear electroosmotic flow is the true mechnanism for the
overlimiting current behavior as they had observed the
nonlinear current-voltage result even when the fluid

contribution is switched off, considering only the
contribution of ionic electrolyte solid powder in their
computational simulations. Further, when the charge
redistributes, the nonlinear current-voltage results are
observed with no instability in the ions, but the charge
redistributes with nonlinear electroconvection and charge
redistribution was found to be the true mechanism of
nonlinear current-voltage observations in experiments of
membrane technology applications (see Fig. 10).
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Figure 10: (A-C). Computational simulation of nonlinear current-voltage result with charge redistribution mechanism of ion
concentration distribution across a micro/nanofluidic membrane technology application use. Reprinted with permission from
[79] copyright 2012 by Elsevier
Further, in a follow up work, Nandigana et al.[80] proposed
a nondimensional Nandigana number and a theoretical
oscillator model, that predicts the onset of ion instability
across a micro/nanofluidic membrane technology
application. The nondimensional Nandigana number relates
the surface charge density of the nanofluidic channel and the
bulk electroconvection contribution given by,

where, σ is the surface charge density of the nanofluidic
channel, V is the applied voltage, x is the characteristic bulk
electroconvective EDL range dimension, usually few
nanometers. The ion instability was found to occur in
micro/nanofluidic membrane technology application, for
Nandigana number greater than 0.05294, see Fig. 11
confirmed from computer simulations and theoretical model.

Figure 11: Ion instability computer simulation across a micro/nanofluidic membrane technology application with current
instability results and comparison with theoretical oscillator model. Reprinted with permission from [80] copyright 2017 by
the Royal Society of Chemistry
To reconfirm the mechanism of charge redistribution for
nonlinear current-voltage measurements in membrane
technology applications use, Nandigana et al.[81] built a 2D
computational model and package in OpenFOAM, open
source platform, to simulate Poisson-Nernst-Planck and
Navier-Stokes equations for electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS), AC measurements across a full
micro/nanofluidic membrane technology application use.

Fig. 12 shows the Nyquist impedance result (−lm(Z) vs
Re(Z)) showing the transition from resistance-capacitance
charge dynamics to resistance-capacitance-inductance
charge dynamics on the trigger of nonlinear current-voltage
results confirming the charge redistribution of ions as the
true mechanism for nonlinear current-voltage results across
membrane technology applications.
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Figure 12: 12. (A-C) Computer simulation of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), with Nyquist impedance
result showing transition from resistance-capacitance charge dynamics to resistance-capacitance-inductance charge dynamics
on the trigger of nonlinear current-voltage results across membrane technology applications. Reprinted with permission from
[81] copyright 2013 by Elsevier

5. Conclusion
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